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Business Beat Recession-proof approach?

Reading turns to families for help
Keeping the turnstiles spinning has certainly
been a goal, and a challenge, for minor league
teams across the country heading into the first
full season since the start of the current economic recession. And teams have pulled out
all the stops in an attempt to attract fans to
the ballpark, from offering $1 food nights to
serving up burgers as big as your head.
Double-A Reading certainly has not been
immune to financial hard times. The Phillies
affiliate had seen a significant dip in corporate
sales as Opening Day approached, yet the RPhils have not resorted to anything wacky to
attract fans to the ballpark—at least nothing
wackier than normal for one of the minors’
most creative and successful promotion staffs.
In fact, as an attempt to compensate for
a dip in corporate revenue—which last season accounted for roughly two-thirds of the
60,000 fans who filled hospitality tents—the
team has put an increased effort into its most
successful area of business: attracting families
to the ballpark.
The R-Phils are opening up to individual ticket-buyers areas of the ballpark that
had typically been reserved for group outings—like picnic, pool and hot tub sections.
Enhancing their kids club with a variety of
events for members only has resulted in a
significant increase in children joining. And
the R-Phils have expanded one of their most
successful ticket packages from one night a
week to three.
The result has been a spike in family ticket

sales; whether it will be enough to make up for
a loss in corporate sales remains to be seen.
“Certain industries, like the auto industry
and large insurance industry certainly isn’t in
the same position it was in the year before,”
Reading general manager Scott Hunsicker said.
“Corporate hospitality is where we are feeling it
the most. That’s why we shifted our angle, and
instead of waiting or hoping it would come
back, we shifted gears and said, ‘Let’s fill these
areas (of the ballpark) with families.’
“Clearly, this year with the economy, a lot
of teams are doing various new items that
maybe they had never done before. For us, we
only had to enhance the things we have been
doing. It wasn’t any major shift in what we
do. We decided to keep on doing what we’ve
been doing, keep growing the (number of )
fans that come here.”

Family Focus

Affordable, family-friendly entertainment
has been the mantra of minor league teams
in recent boom years. Reading has taken the
philosophy to heart and is now trying to capitalize on it to get through lean times.
In the past, the team has found success in its
“4 for $48” once-a-week ticket package—in
which patrons can buy four tickets, four hot
dogs and four sodas for $48. This year, the
team is offering the deal three times a week
with a few new wrinkles: fans can go out on
the field to play catch before the games, have
pictures taken with players at photo booths in

the outfield and be entertained by clowns in
the stands once the players get to work.
The team has stepped up efforts with its free
kids club, offering complimentary tickets to
five Sunday games for members with a variety
of additional perks—ranging from pregame
autograph sessions with the entire team to
a meet-and-greet with the R-Phils’ famed
Crazy Hot Dog Vendor (and the opportunity
to fling hot dogs into the stands with him).
“It’s been a huge hit,” Hunsicker said. “We
ordered 10,000 cards and will probably have
to re-order.”
Lastly, the team is opening up its three picnic areas (the renovated 1950s stadium has no
luxury suites or club seating) and other group
sections to individual buyers. Whereas in the
past there was a minimum requirement for
those areas, allowing individual ticket-buyers into the all-you-can-eat sections “is a way
we are attracting more families that see us as
affordable night out,” Hunsicker said.
The emphasis on families is not to mean
that Reading has given up on its corporate
base. The club is adjusting its approach to
this market in an attempt to attract previous
customers back as well as companies that had
turned down the team in past years.
“People who were spending gobs of money
on (business) entertainment at places that
were more expensive than us, they have come
to us for client and employee entertainment
because we are more affordable,” Hunsicker
said. “We’ve relaxed the way we take orders.

Marketing the Crazy Hot Dog Vendor to kids is
one way Reading keeps fans coming to games

We no longer ask people to guarantee a minimum . . . We’ve changed the entire way we’re
selling group tickets. Essentially, we’re doing
anything we can.”
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